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S1 Chemical materials 

Sodium orthovanadate (Na3VO4, AR, 99%) and thioacetamide (AR, 98%) were purchased 

from Shanghai Macklin Biochemical Co., Ltd. Sodium hydroxide was purchased from 

Aladdin In. Co. Ethanol (AR, 99.7%) was obtained by Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. 

The deionized water was prepared by laboratory water purification system. The above 

reagents were analytical and used without further purification. 

S2 Supplementary Figures and Tables 

Table S1 The prepared VS4/rGO heterostructures with different content of VS4 

 

 
Fig. S1 The crystal structure schematic of VS4: a top view of repeating unit of 1D chain 

structure, b side view image of monoclinic VS4 (the yellow ball represents the S atoms, and 

the gray ball represents the V atoms) 

Chemical 

reagent 

2VS4/rGO20 2VS4/rGO40 2VS4/rGO60 1VS4/rGO40 3VS4/rGO40 

Na3VO4 

(mmol) 
5 5 5 2.5 10 

CH3CSNH2 

(mmol) 
25 25 25 12.5 50 

GO 

(mg) 
20 40 60 40 40 
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Fig. S2 SEM images of different VS4/rGO heterostructures: a 2VS4/rGO20, b 2VS4/rGO40 

and c 2VS4/rGO60 

 

Fig. S3 XPS spectrum of VS4/rGO heterostructure 

 
Fig. S4 High-resolution of XPS spectra for VS4 nanorods: a V 2p, b S 2p 
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Fig. S5 High-resolution of XPS spectra for VS4/rGO nanocomposite: a V 2p, b S 2p, and c C 

1s 

 

Fig. S6 High-resolution of V 2p spectra for VS4/rGO heterostructure, VS4/rGO 

nanocomposite and VS4 nanorod 
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Fig. S7 Pore size distributions of VS4/rGO heterostructures 

 
Fig. S8 Permeability and magnetic loss tangent of VS4/rGO heterostructures in the frequency 

range of 2-18 GHz: a μ', b μ", c Tan δμ 
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Fig. S9 RL curves and 3D presentations at the thicknesses of 1 to 6 mm in the frequency 

range of 2-18 GHz: a, b 1VS4/rGO40-30%, c, d 3VS4/rGO40-30% 

 
Fig. S10 RL curves of VS4/rGO heterostructures at the thicknesses of 1 to 6 mm in the 

frequency range of 2-18 GHz: a 2VS4/rGO20-20%, b 2VS4/rGO20-40%, c 2VS4/rGO40-20%, 

d 2VS4/rGO40-40%, e 2VS4/rGO60-20%, and f 2VS4/rGO60-30% 
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Fig. S11 Permittivity and dielectric loss tangent of rGO, VS4 nanorods, VS4/rGO 

heterostructure, and VS4/rGO nanocomposite in the frequency of 2-18 GHz: a real part of 

permittivity, b imaginary part of permittivity. c Tanδε. d RL curves of rGO, VS4 nanorods, 

VS4/rGO heterostructure, and VS4/rGO nanocomposite with a thickness of 1.5 mm 
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Fig. S12 RL curves and 3D presentations at the thicknesses of 1 to 6 mm in the frequency range 

of 2-18 GHz: a and b rGO, c and d VS4 nanorods, e and f VS4/rGO nanocomposite 
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Fig. S13 Frequency dependence of RL, attenuation constant α and the modulus of normalized 

input impedance (|Zin/Z0|) with a thickness of 1.5 mm for a rGO architecture, b VS4 nanorods, 

and c VS4/rGO nanocomposite 

 

S3 DFT Calculation  

 

Fig. S14 The crystal structure of VS4/rGO heterostructure 
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The crystal structures of VS4 and VS4/rGO heterostructure are shown in Fig. S14, 

respectively. The lattice constants of VS4 are a=6.775 Å, b=10.420 Å, c=12.110 Å and 

α=γ=90°，β=100.8°. Each parameter needs to be specified to generate input files when 

calculated. Therefore, some parameters must be selected carefully, such as energy cut-off and 

k-points in Brillouin zone during the calculation. The larger values of the energy cut-off and k-

points, the more accurate calculation results can be achieved. However, the larger values of 

parameter not only increase the difficulties of calculation, but also completely unnecessary. 

Therefore, the optimized structure and model can be achieved by employing the smaller 

parameters that are enough to ensure their accuracies.  

 

Fig. S15 Determination of energy cut-off (ENCUT) and K-mesh of VS4: a ENCUT-Energy, b 

K mesh-Energy 

 

The ENCUT-Energy of VS4 is shown in Fig. 14a. It can be seen that the curve tends to be 

gentle with 0.001eV/atom after the ENCUT value reaches 400 eV. Therefore, the optimal 

energy cut-off is about 450 eV. As Fig. 14b shown, when the K mesh is chosed as 8×5×4, the 

energy is convergent and the curve becomes gentle as well. So, the optimal K mesh is obtained 

as 8×5×4. The formation enthalpy of bulk VS4 is as follows Equation (1): [S1] 

∆rHm(MxNy)=
Etotal(MxNy-xEbulk(M)-yEbulk(N))

n
                                     (1) 

Where Etotal(MxNy)  is the total cell energy; Ebulk(M)  and Ebulk(N)  are the chemical 

potential of M or N atom in the bulk state respectively; n is the total number of formula per cell. 

The formation enthalpy of VS4 is calculated as -1.26eV, which is similar to the experimental 

value (-0.98 eV) [S2]. 

It’s worthwhile mentioning that three types of VS4 surface structures are selected to match 

graphene (100). The three surface structures are polar interfaces, whose surface energy can be 

calculated by the following Equation (2). [S3]  

σ=
1

2A
(Eslab-NVμ

V
slab-NSμ

S
slab+PV-TS)                                        (2) 

Where A is the surface area of the surface model; Eslab is the system energy of the 

calculated surface model; NV is the atomic number of V; NS is the atomic number of S; μ
V
slab 

is the chemical potential of V atom; μ
S
slab is the chemical potential of S atom. Generally, when 

the surface structure is fully relaxed, it is in equilibrium with the bulk phase. Therefore, the 

chemical potential of the surface structure is about the same as the bulk phase. As the following 

Equation (3) shown: 

μ
V𝑆4

slab=μ
𝑉𝑆4

bulk=μ
V
slab+2μ

S
slab                                                  (3) 

Where μ
V𝑆4

bulk is the system energy of the bulk VS4 after optimized. 

Combining Equation (2) and (3), it can be obtained as follows Equation (4): 
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σ=
1

2A
(Eslab-NVμ

V
bulk+(4NV-NS)μ

S
slab                                          (4)

 

In order to simplify the calculation, it can be approximated as μ
S
slab≈μ

S
bulk. Then these 

values are put into Equation (4), the surface energies of VS4(-2 0 4)/rGO(1 0 0), VS4(0 2 

0)/rGO(1 0 0) and VS4(1 1 0)/rGO(1 0 0) are about 3.124 eV, 6.657 eV, 0.798 eV, respectively. 

The slabs values of the three surface energies of VS4(-2 0 4)/rGO(1 0 0), VS4(0 2 

0)/rGO(1 0 0) and VS4(1 1 0)/rGO(1 0 0) are put into Equation (4). The Equations can be 

obtained as follows: 

σV-terminated-V𝑆4
=

1

2A
(Eslab-24μ

V𝑆4

bulk+8μ
S
slab)                                     (5) 

σS-terminated-V𝑆4
=

1

2A
(Eslab+24μ

V𝑆4

bulk+8μ
S
slab)                                    (6) 

In fact, the chemical potential of each atom in the surface structures is slightly smaller than 

that in the bulk. So it can be obtained as follows: 

∆μ
S
≤μ

S
slab-μ

S
bulk≤0                                                          (7) 

The formation enthalpy of bulk is given in Equation (8): 

μ
𝑉𝑆4

bulk=μ
V
bulk+μ

S
bulk+∆HV𝑆4

                                                 (8)
 

Combining the Equation (5)- (8), it can be obtained as follows: 
1

4
∆HV𝑆4

≤μ
S
slab-μ

S
bulk≤0                                                     (9)

 

 

Fig. S16 Surface energy fluctuation 

Based on the above calculation, the relation curves of the surface energy are changed 

( μ
S
slab-μ

S
bulk ) with the chemical potential fluctuation of VS4 (1 1 0) as is shown in Fig. 15. and 

the other surface energy fluctuation curves are similar to VS4(1 1 0). The red and black curves 

represent the V-terminated and S-terminated surfaces, respectively. The V-terminated surface 

was selected to construct interface structures with Graphene(100). The energy values of the two 

terminations are quite different, but the change is not significant in the range of its fluctuation. 
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